
Since 1969, Owner “Ed Assidio” has inspected and treated well over 
16,000 homes and businesses in his career. Given his five plus decades 
of dedicated service and experience, thousands of his customers have 
entrusted Assidio to protect their homes against termites and carpenter 

ants. In 1980, Mr. Assidio formed North Jersey Termite & Pest Control, Inc. 
From 1980 to present, he has successfully treated many thousands of homes 

and businesses in the North Jersey area. State Licensed, Ed Assidio brings a 
great deal of knowledge and expertise in the control of wood destroying insects.

Assidio started using the Precision Delivery System (PDS) and Taurus Dry soon after it was launched 
in January 2021. After using PDS with Taurus Dry, he realized that he really liked everything about the 
PDS system. In particular, the applicator gun and flex straws. He appreciates the ease of use, ultra 
low dose applications as well as the PDS’ flexibility for wall voids treatments, interior slab cracks, and 
direct application to mud tubes and infested wood members.

With his over 50 years of experience, Assidio explains, ”Where Taurus Dry shines is its ability to 
quickly and effectively eliminate termites in problem areas that are not easily treatable or accessible 
by other treatment methods. It is indeed a valuable tool for any industry professional.”

Assidio describes a recent job he did, “I used Taurus dry with the Precision Delivery System on a 
interior wall and ceiling void that were covered by sheet rock. 

Termites were swarming on 
the main level as well as 
in the basement beneath. 
A Bora-Scope inspection 
was made prior to the 
application to determine 
both the exact location and 
access the severity of the 
infestation. Next, holes were 
drilled through the sheet 
rock and Taurus Dry was 
injected via the PDS into 
these wall and ceiling 
cavities. This treatment 
method was superior to 
a foam application and 
had the added benefit 
of achieving a targeted 
application directly on 
the infested areas in 
question.”

“We are just starting our termite season here in New 
Jersey, and I hope to use a ton of the Taurus Dry. Initial 
results have been most impressive!” Assidio stated.
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Taurus Dry on floor joists in conjugation with a 
conventional liquid/soil application treatment. Ac-
tive termite tubes were observed in the basement 
and Taurus Dry was delivered into the termite mud 
tubes and infested joists via drilling.
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